
 

 

Breath Is the Access Point to Your Energy 

The Truth about Breath, Your Breath 

1. Thank God it’s an automatic response or we would all be dead. 

2. There is not just one breath for all occasions. 

3. Having an army of breaths for all situations is necessary. 

4. Stress robs you of your breath. 

5. Breathing is always the fastest road to Abundant Energy. It’s the original 

Red Bull or Full Throttle 

 

1. Our breathing is an automatic response. 

Your breath is your source of life. Without it we cease to be in this body. With 

it we are alive. Fortunately, it is an automatic response, or we would be dead 

many times over for forgetting to breathe. Breathing is our birthright—

breathing well and knowing the kinds of breathing that will help us with our 

energy is something that would have been good to know from the time we were 

4 years old. Well, you will know soon.  

When you know how to adjust the rhythm of your breathing, you can literally 

control your moods, your reactions, and which system the sympathetic or 

parasympathetic nervous system needs to be stimulated at any given time. 

Know how to have the energy to go and how to slow down your rhythms to be 

receptive, to relax or sleep. Do you want this practical knowledge? It will make 

your day, your life, and your mental state so much better. 

This is perhaps the most important section of this entire process. Our breathing 

not only tells us where we are in terms of our mental and emotional state, but it 

also is either feeding our fears by robbing us of oxygen and life force, or it is 

adding to our life force and making us broader in our perspectives. Because it is 

an automatic response, we don’t actually die by forgetting to breathe—we just 

become smaller and tighter inside this body unit. 



 

 

I want you to know how to adjust the rhythms of your body through your 

breathing. The great thing about breathing is that you can do many of these 

anywhere—in a meeting, on the phone, driving, stuck in traffic, during a 

disagreement, before bed, when you get up. Being conscious of your breathing 

makes you conscious of so much more. Your breathing expands your lungs, and 

your lungs massage your heart; breathing brings in the oxygen needed by your 

blood and your blood carries oxygen everywhere including your brain. 

Rejuvenation! It’s all because of breathing. 

Breathing consciously is a privilege. When you learn how to breathe and you 

use these techniques, you will wonder why you never did this before. This 

expands your awareness more quickly and powerfully than anything else you 

can practice all day long. 

There is one thing I would like you to do first. Lie down on your back. If this is 

not something you can do right away, do it when you get home. Put one hand 

on your diaphragm and the other on your chest. Now inhale the way you usually 

do. Check to see if the hands move up. When you inhale, you want to be 

expanding. You want to be getting bigger and fatter with the diaphragm and 

ribs expanding. If you are deflating, you are doing a reverse breath and want to 

shift this. Think of this: you are a balloon and when you inhale, you get to take 

in the entire universe with you. You expand. When you exhale, it is your chance 

to release the debris—the mental, physical, emotional toxins. It’s a great deal. I 

just want to make sure you know the basics of how to breathe. Truly there are 

more people who reverse breathe because they feel it isn’t safe to breathe, to 

expand, to take up space. We learn this from those around us—it is not spoken 

of, just learned by proxy. Children watch and learn from what they are exposed 

to. This is your chance to reverse that learning and expand. It may feel really 

weird if you are a reverse breather. But if you stay with it, your breathing will 

change faster than you think. The bonus gift is that you will be paying more 

attention to how you breathe. What a great deal that is. 

2.  There is not just one breath for all occasions. 

There are so many types of breathing that help us in every situation in life—

there is breathing for getting more energy and breathing for calming down, 



 

 

breathing to help us let go of anger, and breathing that breaks up overwhelming 

feelings. The yogis have known this for ages and now you can know them, too.  

If you are a stress bunny, do the Four-part Breath and Sitali Breath. If you are 

prone to anger, embrace Dragon Breath and Sipping Breath. If you never have 

enough energy, the Breath of Fire is your new best friend. Read over them all, 

try them for a couple of minutes, and practice the ones that resonate with you 

NOW. This will change because we are constantly changing beings. Remember 

to come back to these kinds of breathing and try new ones once every 40 days 

at least.  

Some kinds of breathing are calming, some energizing, but all of them activate 

your awareness.  

You have an entire army of breathing techniques to probe—go look at them and 

try them all often so that when you need them, they are in your data bank. 

The following type of breathing is fun and is great to do with a partner, or in 

front of a mirror if you are taking yourself too seriously. Children love this and 

it is great to do when angry or upset. Can you imagine if it is totally acceptable 

to do this in offices as a positive way to channel anger and frustration? You can 

just notify those around that this isn’t the best time to engage you when doing 

this exercise. This time will come. This is also so great to teach kids so they 

have positive ways to release their frustrations, and yes, anger.  

Dragon Breath 

You will inhale in 4 equal parts preferably with your eyes closed (but not 

while driving) and exhale in one big breath out the mouth with your tongue 

stuck out as far as possible and eyes wide—very wide open. Do this 3-11 

times for the best results. 

Children love this one because it is playful. It activates your pituitary gland 

which is the master gland in charge of all the others, getting the right messages 

from them and secreting what they need, all in the correct time. It is also a great 

way to blow off steam. Be the dragon but you don’t need to incinerate anyone 

in the process. It is best to do this before speaking to someone we want to 

annihilate.  



 

 

3.  Having an army of breaths for all situations is necessary. 

What is the best kind of breathing? There is no such thing—just the best 

breathing for the occasion. It is just like clothes—you don’t wear a dress suit to 

a pool party, or shorts to a fancy dinner party. It is the same with breathing.  

Make a list of yours. Try to practice each of them at least once a day for 40 days 

so they will be part of your program and you can share them with others. 

Teaching them or sharing them with someone else is a great way to claim them 

on a deeper level. 

4.  Stress robs you of your breath. 

Fact: Just check with your body for confirmation of this one. Feel how you 

breath when you are stressed. Is it deep and expansive? Don’t think so. You 

now have tools to change that.  

5.  Breathing is the fastest road to Abundant Energy, always. It’s the original 

Red Bull. 

When you are breathing shallowly or in distressed breathing mode, you are 

literally robbing your body of the oxygen it needs to do all the functions you are 

asking of it. Your brain gets fuzzy and cloudy and you get depressed or 

anxious. You overeat or don’t eat at all to compensate for the lack of energy.  

Your breathing is the source and I want you to have a totally new arsenal at 

your disposal. The only way they will become yours is if you practice them. 

Pick a couple and do them every day until they are second nature. Pick ones 

that are relevant to you.  

When you need energy, you want things that are fast, like Breath of Fire. When 

you want to calm down, you need Sitali Breath or “O” breath. 

When you need energy, breathing is your best friend, not caffeine.  

 

Breath of Fire 

Instant energy booster 

 

Breath of Fire is a continuous, rapid, diaphragmatic breathing done through 

the nose or mouth. Inhaling and exhaling are both done equally and evenly. 



 

 

Think of butterfly wings allowing the diaphragm to move easily and 

rhythmically.  

 

For added benefits, pump with the abdomen while breathing: pull the navel 

inward as you exhale and release as you inhale.  

 

Do this for 1-2 minutes. 

 

Gift: 

Increases metabolism; excellent in rejuvenating and energizing. 

 

 

Four-Part Breath: Miracle Breath 

Break up with overwhelming feelings. Blow your stress away. 

 

Sitting up straight, inhale through the mouth, filling your lungs in four equal 

parts—starting the breathing as low as possible in the abdomen. Exhale 

through the mouth in four equal parts, from the upper chest down. If you feel 

relaxed, you can do this exercise breathing through the nose.  

Repeat the cycle.1-3 minutes. 

 

Gift:  Instantly reduces stress, so you may see a situation more objectively; 

helps dissolve overwhelming feelings; will make you more present with 

each situation in your life. 

 

 

Your breathing can save you in each and every situation of your life. It is the 

real lifesaver. If you can slow your breath down, you can expand your 

awareness out. There is an old saying, “When you get your breath to one breath 

every 30 seconds, God comes to talk with you; when you get your breath down 

to one breath per minute, God comes to serve you.”  Whatever that might mean 

to you, it means power, any way you slice it. Control your breathing, control 

your emotions, your fears, your perceptions. It is the key to everything and 

everyone can learn to do this. Your breath is free; use it well. When you can 

master your awareness of your breathing and the flow of it, you will master 

much in your life. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Commitment to Breath/Energy Abundance 

 

What Breath will you commit to practicing this week. This 7 

day cycle?  

 

 

 

 

How many times a day will you practice it? Recommended 

10-20 times 90sec to 3 min. And ?  

 

 

 

Remember you want Abundant Energy this is your fastest in 

to that luscious state embrace it with love and dedication.  

 

 Love and Blessings to you and your abundant energy, your 

abundant life.  

 

Gurutej   


